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moderation effects. A review of the MIS and
broader management literatures suggests re-
searchers investigating moderated relationships
often commit one or more errors falling into three
broad categories: inappropriate use or interpreta-
tion of statistics, misalignment of research design
with phenomena of interest, and measurement or
scaling issues. Examples of nine common errors
are presented. Commission of these errors is
expected to yield literatures characterized by
mixed results at best, and thoroughly erroneous
results at worse. Procedures representing ex-
amples of best practice and reporting guidelines
are provided to help MIS investigators avoid or
minimize these errors.
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Abstract

One result of the increasing sophistication and
complexity of MIS theory and research is the
number of studies hypothesizing and testing for

V.Sambamurthy was the accepting senior editorfor this
paper.

Introduction

Lee (2001) argued that the contribution many
university researchers make to the MIS field is
"scrupulous attention" to scientific methods, using
largely quantitatively and statistically based ap-
proaches. MIS researchers have recently focused
on improving the quantitative methods employed.
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For example, MIS researchers investigated meth-
odological issues in experiments (Jarvenpaa et al.
1985), highlighted problems of statistical power
(Baroudi and Orlikowski 1989), questioned model
complexity (Lee et al. 1997), and examined the
rigor with which instruments are validated (Boud-
reau et al. 2001). The goal of this paper is to sen-
sitize MIS researchers to methodological issues
surrounding tests of moderated relationships.

Three types of relationships dominate MIS
research: simple linear or additive relationships,
mediated relationships (typically sequences of
linear relationships), and moderator relationships.
Moderator relationships are the most interesting
and perhaps the most difficult of the three to
establish empirically (McClelland and Judd 1993).
A review of recent MIS research reveals an
increasing interest in moderated relationships.
From 1991 through 2000, MIS Quarterly, Informa-
tion Systems Research, and Journal of Manage-
ment Information Systems published 26 articles
directly testing moderated relationships (see
Appendix A). MIS Quarterly ar\6 Information Sys-
tems Research had 17 articles suggesting but not
testing moderation in the same 10-year period.

The increasing interest in moderated relationships
reinforces a notion that MIS researchers are
increasingly addressing: context matters in MIS
research. Relevant contexts include organiza-
tional, technological, and individual. For example,
researchers investigating technology acceptance
have incorporated individual contexts such as
personal innovativeness (Agarwal and Prasad
1998), work experience and gender (Venkatesh
and Morris 2000) and yielded a richer under-
standing of the phenomenon of interest.

This paper critically assesses moderation tests
performed by MIS researchers. We hope to raise
awareness about common errors and enhance the
craftsmanship of moderation testing by providing
a central summary of nine common errors. While
these errors have been separately identified
elsewhere, this is the first attempt to synthesize
and assess the extent to which MIS researchers
are prone to their commission. Some of these
errors, while generally understood, still occur

frequently. Others are less well understood and
occur with great regularity. Importantly, the
increasingly popular use of partial least squares
(PLS) applications (Gefen et al. 2000) has been
accompanied by an introduction of a new error as
well as reintroduction of some old errors.

We critically assess moderation tests in the
sample of26 articles published from 1991 through
2000, identifying three general types of errors
labeled inappropriate statistics, misalignment of
phenomena and research design, and measure-
ment issues. Nine specific errors were distin-
guished, although not all studies reported enough
information to determine whether an error oc-
curred. Descriptions of these errors and methods
of avoiding them should help MIS investigators
advance theory and practice by minimizing Type I
and Type II errors in tests of moderation.

We first review various conceptual definitions of
moderation, then present three sets of common
difficulties encountered when searching for
moderation in MIS research and ways to avoid
them. Analysis of select articles is presented to
demonstrate error commission, potential conse-
quences, and illustrations of best research prac-
tice. We conclude by recommending reporting
guidelines to improve the thoroughness with which
authors report moderation-related evidence and
enhance the ability of readers and reviewers to
evaluate tests of moderation.

Definitions

Review of moderation definitions revealed what at
first appeared to be an unsettlingly high level of
variation. Fortunately, evidence supporting the
presence of virtually all conceptualizations of
moderation in applied behavioral field research
can be assessed using hierarchical moderated
multiple regression (MMR, Saunders 1956) to test
HQ: AR^ = R ĵji, - Rgjd = 0 using least squares
procedures (ordinary or PLS), where:

= bo + b,X + Equation 1
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= bo + b,X + bsZ + bjXZ; Equation 2

An F statistic derived using Equation 3 that is
significantly greater than 1.00 leads to rejection of
HQ! AR^ = 0 and the conclusion that either Z
moderates the X->Y relationship or X moderates
the Z->Y relationship.^ Using this procedure,
large values of AR^ occur when any one of a
number of conceptualizations of moderation
occurs.

AR'Adf -df )
^ / ^ mull add '

(1-R' )/(N-df -1)
\ mult ' / ^ mult '

Equation 3

Definitions of moderation provided in the literature
are summarized in Table 1. Of particular note is
Arnold's (1982, 1984, amplified by Baron and
Kenny 1986) distinction between circumstances
where the strength of the X->Y relationship varies
as a function of Z versus the nature of the X—>Y
relationship varies as a function of Z. The former
is often referred to as differential validity while the
latter is referred to as differential prediction.' The
distinction between these two types is important
as differential prediction is the form of moderation
appropriately tested for using MMR. The definition
of moderation applied in this study is that of
differential prediction, where the nature of the
X-»Y relationship varies as a function of Z.

MIS researchers are not consistent in their
moderation conceptualizations. For example, a
number of MIS investigators incorrectly use
differential validity and differential prediction inter-
changeably. Four articles in our sample included

^Note that mathematically the test of H^. AR^ = 0 is the
same as an omnibus test of whether b̂  and b, for the
following two equations are significantly different from
one another:

Y = b, + bjX; for Z = 1

S* = b, + bzX; for Z = 2

^Interested readers may contact the second author for
more information on the distinction between differential
validity and differential prediction.

language describing moderation as differences in
strength of the X->Y relationship and differences
in the nature of the X->Y relationship (Devaraj and
Kohli 2000; Hardgrave et al. 1999; Harrison et al.
1997; McKeen et al. 1994). By way of illustration,
McKeen et al. (1994) stated they examined
whether "the strength of the participation-satis-
faction relationship depended on the level o f (p.
427) task complexity and other moderators.
However, these authors did not report differences
in strength of participation-satisfaction (i.e.,
rparticipation-satisfaction) across levels of task complexity,
instead reporting differences in the nature or slope
of the participation-satisfaction relationship across
levels of task complexity.

Importantly, insight into underlying processes
behind moderation is most likely to result from
qualitative research efforts aimed at adding
meaning to abstract relationships found in quanti-
tative research. Such efforts will be most justified
when empirical evidence suggests the presence
of an underlying moderation process. In field
studies using random effects designs (by far the
dominant research design used in applied
behavior research), MMR procedures and recent
PLS variants constitute the dominant method of
detecting moderation effects (Aiken and West
1991). The nine common errors discussed below
address interpretations of MMR and PLS results
used to test the definition of moderation described
above.

Nine Common Errors

Unfortunately, even a casual reader of research in
MIS, organizational behavior, human resources
management, organizational theory, and strategy
can find examples of ill-advised or outright inap-
propriate research methods in studies examining
moderation effects. Examination of the MIS
research generated a list of nine common errors
that cause severe problems. These are summa-
rized in Table 2 and grouped into three categories
based on our views of underlying similarities:
(1) inappropriate use or interpretation of statistics,
(2) misalignment of phenomena and research
design, and (3) measurement or scaling issues.
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Table 1. Definitions of Moderation

Citation

Jaccard, Turrisi,
and Wan (1990)

Cohen and
Cohen (1983)

Baron and Kenny
(1986)

James and Brett
(1984)

Cortina (1993)

Schmitt and
Klimoski(1991)

Arnold (1982,
1984, amplified
by Baron and
Kenney1986)

Sharma, Durand,
and Gur-Aire
1981

Definition of Moderation

Moderation occurs when the relationship between X and Y depends on Z.

Moderation occurs when X and Z have a joint effect in accounting for incre-
mental variance in Y beyond that explained by X and Z main effects.

A moderator variable is a "variable that affects the direction and/or strength of
the relationship between an independent or predictor variable and a dependent
or criterion variable" (p. 1174, emphasis added).

Z is a moderator when "the relationship between two (or more) other variables,
say X and Y, is a function of the level of' Z (p. 310, emphasis added).

moderation occurs when "the effect of one variable, X, on another variable, Y,
depends on the level of some third variable," Z (p. 916, emphasis added).

"a moderator variable affects the nature of the relationship between two other
variables" (p. 18, emphasis added)

Offer two definitions, distinguishing between circumstances where the strength
of the X->Y relationship varies as a function of Z versus the nature of the X->Y
relationship varies as a function of Z. The former is often referred to as
differential validity while the latter is referred to as differential prediction.

Offer a slightly different perspective on differential validity versus differential
prediction. They refer to differential prediction as "pure moderators" and
differential validity as "homologizer variables." Homologizer variables are those
that affect the criterion through the error term.

In identifying illustrations from our sample, we
soon discovered that reporting standards in MIS
do not routinely include enough information to
assess commission of these errors. For most
errors we summarize information reported that
contributed to our evaluation of the likelihood an
error was committed. Appendix A summarizes
each article's assessment.

Inappropriate Use or Interpretation
of Statistics

Solutions to problems in this first category are
fairly straightforward: investigators should appro-
priately use and interpret statistical procedures.
Examples from the literature are used to describe
two problems and solutions in this category.

Error 1: Interpreting b. Instead

Arithmetically, test statistics regarding HQ: bj = 0
and HQ: AR^ = 0 parallel one another and always
yield the same conclusions. While this is true
about the test statistics, the population para-
meters Ap^ and ^3 are generally not parallel or
equal representations of moderator effect size. In
fact, AR^ and b^ are only equal when the XZ
interaction is measured without error and the
variance of Y (Sy) is equal to the variance of the
product term (sj^). AR^ and h^ are not generally
even linearly related. Only the sample estimate
AR^ is a reflection of moderator effect size.

Chin et al. (1996) recently noted that,

in addition to the change in R ,̂ the esti-
mated beta for the interaction term pro-
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Table 2. Nine Common Errors of Commission in Conclusions Drawn about
Moderation Effects
# Error Description Error Solution

Inappropriate Use or Interpretation of Statistics

1

2

Using bj instead of AR^ as an
index of moderator effect size

Interpreting b, and bj when X
and Z are interval scale
measures

Use AR^ as the index of moderator effect size after establishing
statistical significance using either a t-test of HQ: bj = 0 or Hg:
AR^ = 0.

Develop ratio scale measures of X and Z or do not use or
develop models requiring interpretation of b, and bj.

Misaiignment of Phenomena and Research Design

3

4

5

Confounding of X«Z with X^

Incorrect specification of the
X->Y versus Y-»X causal
sequence

Low power of random effects
designs

Partial out X^ effects by adding X^ term to MMR analyses.

1. Careful consideration of theory or rationale justifying causal
sequence to ensure correct sequence is selected.

2. Examine the moderation effects in both causal sequences
as part of exploratory efforts that might lead to theory
development.

1. Estimate sample size required to reject HQ: AR^ = 0 with X, Z
combinations that are expected to be observed in the data.

2. Take extra care before "trimming" any outliers.

Measurement or Scaling Issues

6

7

8

9

Dependent variable scale is
too coarse

Nonlinear, monotonic Y
transformations

Influence of measurement
error on X*Z

Gamma differences between
two groups in PLS

Investigate number of levels of X and Z expected and select
method of operationalizing Y that meets or exceeds their
product.

Do no transformations without a theoretical rationale. Bootstrap
estimates of confidence interval around AR^ if parametric
assumptions are not met.

First, estimate expected AR^ by simulating X'Z interaction and
adjusting obtained AR^ for measurement error in X and Z.
Second, estimate sample size required to reject HQ: AR^ = 0
when the expected MMR effect size is the adjusted estimate of
AR2.

Test for differences between inter-item correlation matrices
between two groups using Hotelling T^ and/or assess factor
loading similarities using coefficient of concordance (Harman
1976). If no differences exist, scales derived from the items
must be arrived at in the same way for all observations. If
differences exist, explore for possible differences in latent
construct domain tapped by items.
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vides additional information regarding
the interaction effect. This estimate in-
forms us as to how much a unit change
in the moderator variable Z would
change the regression relationship of Y
onX. (p. 22)

Unfortunately, when X, Y, and Z are measured on
interval scales, the units of measurement are
arbitrary. Change in the X-Y relationship asso-
ciated with a unit change in Z can be artificially
inflated or deflated by simply changing Z's scale of
measurement. Further, multicolinearity between
X, Z, and the XZ product term causes additional b^
distortion."

After making this incorrect assertion. Chin et al.
focused on bj estimates in reviewing 70 MIS
studies reporting tests of moderation since 1980.
In their Table 2 summarizing studies using regres-
sion and path analytic techniques. Chin et al.
reported b3 terms as evidence of moderator effect
size and concluded that

the literature consistently reported mod-
erators with a small effect size, beta
averaging 0.10, suggesting that moder-
ating terms play only a small part for
understanding information systems
issues, (p. 23)

In fact, as bj is not an indicator of moderator effect
size, no conclusion can be drawn about the role
moderators play in understanding information
systems issues. Chin et al. could have formed a
conclusion about the role of moderators if they
had summarized AR^ across studies.

Unfortunately, Chin et al. may have been limited
by the information reported in their studies and
unable to draw strong conclusions about the role
of moderators in MIS research. Only seven
articles (27 percent) in our sample actually

reported AR^. In one best practice example,
Harrington (1996) investigated moderating effects
of denial of responsibility on codes of ethics and
their relationship to computer abuse judgments
and intentions. Her analysis included not only a
calculation but a discussion of AR^ effect size.

Solution. Investigators must use AR^ to draw
conclusions about relative moderator effect sizes;
use of b3 will lead to spurious conclusions.

Error 2: Interpreting b., and bj When X
and Z are Interval Scaie Measures

Error 2 occurs when X and Z are measured on
interval scales and investigators attempt to
interpret b, and bj in Equation 2. There are two
potential problems with interpreting these statis-
tics: variability due to linear transformation and/or
confounding main and moderating effects.

To our knowledge, Schmidt (1973, footnote 4) first
noted bi and b2 could vary greatly after linear
transformations of X and Z. If X and Z are
measured using interval scales, the information
contained in those measures remains unchanged
when a constant is added to or subtracted from
them or they are multiplied or divided by a
constant—all linear transformations of X and Y are
equally legitimate and viable. Unfortunately, b,
and bj in Equation 2 do not stay the same if X and
Z are subjected to such changes, although AR^
and the test statistics for Hj,: AR^= 0 and HQ: bj =
0 are not affected.

An alternate way of describing this problem is
captured by Figures 1a and 1b. Both describe
path models involving an X-^Y relationship that is
moderated by Z. Figure 1 b differs in that a direct
Z ^ Y relationship is also hypothesized. Figure la
describes the model Y = bo + while

Interested readers may contact the second author for
more detail on how multicolinearity affects estimates of
b, but not tests of !-!„: AR̂  =0.

Figure 1 b describes the model Y = bo + b̂ X + bjZ
+ bjX'Z + e (bi = 0 in Figure 1b). Schmidt
showed it is impossible to differentiate between
these models in the presence of interval scale
measurement. Unfortunately, many examples of
models similar to Figure 1b and interpretations of
b, and b2 appear in applied behavioral research.
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Figure 1. Two Interactive Path Models

Fifteen articles in our samples hypothesized main
and moderating effects. Three of these 15 illus-
trate best practices by employing ratio scales
(Ahituv et al. 1998; Banker and Slaughter 2000;
Devaraj and Kohli 2000). In fact, concurrent main
and moderating effects may be theoretically justi-
fied. Error 2 occurs as a shortcoming of traditional
data analysis techniques such as regression and
ANOVA. Five of the 15 articles used subgroup
analysis to avoid the issue addressed here. It
introduced a different concern as the main effects
of these articles were interpreted from analysis
that did not include interaction terms, resulting in
biased estimates in an underspecified model.

In one example, Harrison et al. (1997) hypo-
thesized that attitude, subjective norm, and
perceived behavioral control would directly impact
strategic decision to adopt new IT. They also
hypothesized that these relationships would be
moderated by organization size. Both sets of
hypotheses were tested and interpreted using
MMR. As Harrison et al. used interval scales,
main and interaction effects could not simul-
taneously be examined; the main effects they
report are uninterpretable.

In a best practice example. Banker and Slaughter
(2000) investigated the main effect of software
structure on enhancement costs, and the moder-
ating effects of software structure of the rela-
tionships between volatility, complexity, and
enhancement costs. They did not commit this
error because the measures employed were ratio
scaled. An additional 11 articles in our sample

avoided this error by hypothesizing moderating
effects only, or by interpreting main effects only
after moderating effects were found to be
insignificant (i.e., McKeen et al. 1994).

Solution. Unfortunately, the only way to interpret
bi and bz in Equation 2 is when X and Z are
measured on ratio scales. Creating ratio scale
measures of organizational members' perceptions
requires advanced psychophysical scaling proce-
dures (e.g., Birnbaum 1985, 1989, 1998) and
substantial pre-study scale development efforts
(for an example, see Arnold 1981). When ratio
scales are not available, as is the case for many
important MIS phenomenon, investigatory must
avoid models such as those portrayed in
Figure 1b and resist temptations to interpret b,
and bj.

Misalignment of Phenomena and
Research Design

Solutions and problems in the next two categories
often depend on the research goal. Steps avail-
able when testing strong theory-based moderation
predictions are constrained by the theory's
specifications. These constraints may contribute
substantial power to investigators (e.g., Bobko
1986), although constraints can make tests of a
theory virtually impossible (e.g., Podsakoff et al.
1995). This is especially true when constructs
cannot be operationalized at appropriate levels of
measurement. More steps are available when
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investigators attempt to build theory from explora-
tory analyses results (Glaser and Strauss 1967).

Errors in this category occur when investigators
make basic research design decisions that are
incongruent with questions being asked of the
phenomena under investigation.

Error 3: Confounding of X«Z with X̂

Cohen (1978) demonstrated how a curvilinear
relationship between X and Y is very similar to
conceptualizations of moderation. If moderation
occurs when the relationship of X and Y depends
on the level of Z, a curvilinear X-^Y association
suggests the X ^ Y relationship depends on the
level of X. In a survey of 123 significant MMR
interaction effects reported in the Journal of
Applied Psychology in 1991 and 1992, Cortina
(1993) found multicolinearity (r J ranged from 0 to
.68 with an average of .21. Hence, Lubinsky and
Humphrey's (1990) speculation that significant
moderators may be simply nonlinear X-»Y effects
in disguise would seem to be a possibility in those
Studies with relatively high multicolinearity ( r j ,
although not an excessively common problem.

In an MIS illustration, Igbaria et al. (1994) inves-
tigated the moderating role of job involvement on
the relationships between work experiences,
expectations, and attitudinal outcomes for IS per-
sonnel. Previous results suggested job involve-
ment was quadratically related to career stage
(Raelin 1985) and tenure (Wagner 1987). To the
extent that job involvement is highly correlated
with career expectations, X5, s Xj, • Z^g. Because
of this, the results shown in Table 5 of Igbaria et al
may inaccurately confound moderation {Xj, • Z^e)
and nonlinear (;<5,) effects.

Only seven articles in our sample reported corre-
lation matrices without which the likelihood of this
error (in the form of high r^) cannot be deter-
mined. In articles reporting correlation matrices,
the r̂  correlations ranged from .008 to .883
(weighted-average r = .187). The correlation of
.883 (Banker and Slaughter 2000) suggests this
error may have occurred. No illustration of best

practices for avoiding this error was found in our
sample because no author provided evidence
(described below) that the error was not com-
mitted. There were, however, several articles that
reported very low r̂  correlations (e.g., McKeen
and Guimaraes [1997] and McKeen et al. [1994]
reported r^ ranging from .008 to .05, indicating
this error was unlikely).

Solution. Cortina's proposed solution would
slightly decrease Equation 3's statistical power
(i.e., the F statistic of H :̂ AR^ = 0). Decreased
power would most likely be negligible as it would
only involve reducing the F statistic denominator
degrees of freedom by 2. The solution modifies
MMR to a three-step process examining AR^ for
the equations 4, 5, and 6:

"V̂  =bo + b,X + b2Z Equation 4

bo + b,X + bjZ +
+ b4Z-Z'= + bjX-Z

Equation 5

Equation 6

AR^ between Equations 5 and 6 constitutes a test
of moderation for investigators facing high multi-
colinearity (r^) and possible nonlinear relation-
ships between Y and X or Y and Z.

Error 4: Causal Sequencing

This error occurs when the causal order is incor-
rectly specified, i.e., confusing X->Y with Y^X .
While tests of simple linear relationships between
X and Y are not affected by which is designated
the cause and which the effect, this is not true with
MMR. Reexamination of moderation's conceptual
definitions above reveals that some do not specify
an X->Y or Y-^X causal order. Others clearly
specify a predictor "X" and criterion "Y."
Regardless, tests of whether Z moderates X->Y
and Y->X differ both phenomenologically and
methodologically.

Landis and Dunlap (2000) demonstrated F
statistics calculated to test Ho: AR^ = R̂ ,̂,, - R̂ ^̂
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= 0 are not equal for AR^ for the following MMR
analyses:

"9 = bo + biX + bjZ; Rl^ Equation 7

9 = bo + biX + bjZ + bjXZ; R ,̂,, Equation 8

and

= bo + biY + b2Z; R̂ ^̂

= bo + biY + bjZ + bjYZ;

Equation 9

, Equation 10

Landis and Dunlap demonstrated MMR may yield
different results because investigators who
choose the incorrect X—>Y causal sequence will
not test the interaction term associated with the
true underlying interaction phenomena (i.e., X«Z
versus Y-Z). Extending Harris' (1997) labels, we
would consider this a Type IV error, where incor-
rect conceptualization leads to a test of the wrong
question.

This error was difficult to detect in the articles
reviewed as it relies on deep knowledge of the
target phenomena for each article to determine
whether reverse causal ordering is a reasonable
alternative. Many MIS authors explicitly recog-
nized the emergent nature of IT phenomena. For
example, Harrison et al. provided a feedback loop
recognizing that not only do attitudes, subjective
norms, and perceived control impact adoption
intentions, but adoption and actual control of an
innovation impacts the attitudes, subjective norms,
and perceived control impacting future adoption
intentions.

In contrast, Armstrong and Sambamurthy (1999)
modeled recursive main effects in a model of
relationships between senior leadership knowl-
edge, systems of knowing, and IT assimilation.
Strategic vision was examined as a moderator,
although relationships were tested in only one
direction. Articles illustrating best practices for
this error all established a single X ^ Y causal
order on the basis of experimental manipulation of
X (Ahituv et al 1998; Keil at al 2000) or use of
longitudinal designs (where future observations of
Y could not have caused past observations of X;
e.g., Devaraj and Kohli 2000).

Solution. Investigators need to be aware of
theoretical rationale justifying the X->Y or Y->X
causal orders. The most severe consequence of
failure to thoroughly explore justifications for
alternate causal orders, i.e., misaligning research
design with the true latent causal sequence, would
result in a literature littered with evidence
supporting an X«Z (or Y-Z) interaction effect when
in fact that interaction cannot exist because Y->X

Absent strong theoretical rationale, examining
both possible moderator effects (X-Z and Y«Z) in
the context of relationships with other predictor
variables seems to be the best course of action
available. Simultaneously, MIS investigators
should perform exploratory analyses aimed at
developing strong theoretical rationale to guide
future analyses (Glaserand Strauss 1967).

Error 5: Low Power of Random
Effects Designs

Recall random effects designs occur when varia-
tion in treatment levels or values of the indepen-
dent variable are assumed to be randomly
distributed in the population of interest. Investi-
gators using a fixed effect design control who is
exposed to what levels of treatments on the
independent variable and generally do so in a way
that maximizes statistical power (i.e., the investi-
gator is conducting a controlled experiment). The
former occur most frequently in survey research
where investigators measure independent vari-
ables using survey instruments. Assumptions that
either (1) X and Z are normally distributed or
(2) residual prediction error e is normally distri-
buted are necessary but not sufficient conditions
for common parametric tests of statistical signifi-
cance (e.g.. Ho: AR^ = R^,, - R^c = 0).

Schepanski (1983) considered three investigators
examining whether an X-Y relationship is
moderated by Z. The first found X and Z take on
the values 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9 and a
sample of N = 81 observations was obtained for
every possible X,Z combination. If the true latent
causal process is Y = X«Z and all variables are
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measured without error, the MMR effect size is
AR^ = Rmuit - Radd = 061. Alternatively, the
second investigator for some bizarre reason
obtains a sample of N = 81 paired X,Z obser-
vations with values (1,9), (2,8), (3,7), (4,6), (5,5),
(6,4), (7,3), (8,2), and (9,1) occurring with equal
frequency (i.e., the main diagonal cells in a 9 x 9
experimental design). In this instance, Rl^a = 0
and AR^ = 1.0. Finally, a third investigator obtains
a sample containing 81 observations drawn from
cells in which Z + X = 9, 10, or 11 (i.e., the off-
diagonal cells in a 9 X 9 experimental design and
immediately adjacent cells). In this instance, AR^
= .39. These results demonstrate X,Z combina-
tion frequencies directly influence the sample size
needed to reject HQ: AR^ = 0 when moderation is
present.

Schepanski explained these outcomes in terms of
the power of additive models when data exhibit
conditionally monotone independent -^ dependent
variable relationships. An additive model will
perfectly explain data in which all observations
exhibit strict dominance, i.e., where one member
of every pair of observations "possess higher
values on one or more independent variables and
equal values" on all other independent variables
(Schepanski 1983, p. 505). The three hypo-
thetical investigators described above obtained
different AR^ effect sizes because the data sets
differed in proportion of paired data points
exhibiting strict dominance. At one extreme, the
second investigator's data set contained no strictly
dominant pairs of observations; none of the obser-
vations exhibited strict dominance relative to any
other observation, and the additive model
exhibited no predictive power (Rl^^ = 0.00). At the
other extreme, 18 percent of the paired obser-
vations exhibited strict dominance in the third
investigator's data set.

Many articles in our sample reported very small
sample sizes; however, Hardgrave et al.'s (1999)
exploration of prototyping strategy seems parti-
cularly compelling. They surveyed 133 firms in a
random effects field design about 168 different
prototyping projects and used moderated regres-
sion analysis to evaluate 15 hypothesized
moderator effects. The number of observations

available for analysis varied from 91 to 111 (pre-
sumably due to missing data) and the inclusion of
16 main effects (15 hypothesized moderators and
type of prototype employed) and one interaction
effect consumed 17 degrees of freedom. Hence,
F-test of HQ: AR^ = 0 for the interaction effects
yielded a df range from 1,74 to 1,94. The average
AR^ reported was .0261. Given the largest R^̂ ,,
reported by Hardgrave et al. was R̂ ,̂,, = .131 and
obtaining the critical value at a = .05 of F, go = 3-84
(i.e., conservatively using the largest df= 111-17
= 94 reported), solving the formula

AR2
1.80

for AR^ indicates these authors' analyses at best
would only have rejected Hj,: AR^ = 0 when
observed AR^ > .0363, which is more than 50
percent larger than the average AR^.

The question remaining is, what AR^ should
Hardgrave et al. have expected if true moderation
effects were occurring? If the expected AR^ <
.0363, then failure to reject HQ; AR^ = 0 would be
expected as the sample size and observed R̂ ,̂,,
only permitted detection of moderator effects
which yield AR^ > .0363.

Solution. At least two implications can be drawn
for MIS investigators. First, before initiating a
study in which moderation is hypothesized,
investigators should estimate the frequency with
which X and Z assume different values and fore-
cast the expected AR^ effect size.^ Solving
Equation 3 for N will find the minimum sample size
needed to detect any true interaction effect.

As part of a program of research examining
prototyping, Hardgrave et al. should count the
relative proportion of strictly dominant paired
observations in their data. Given most phenom-
ena were measured using seven-point Likert
scales, Hardgrave and his colleagues would then

Note any estimate of effect size will have to take into
account reliability of X,Z and the XZ product term using
Busemeyer and Jones' (1983) correction, which is
described in the section discussing Error 8.
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generate paired observations with this particuiar
proportion of strictly dominant pairs in a IVIonte
Carlo simulation of a 3 x 7 design (three types of
prototype strategy by seven possible levels of
each moderator). The AR^ obtained from this
simulation (corrected for measurement error as
described in the solution to Error 8) would then be
plugged into Equation 3 along with the average
R^̂ ,i, reported in the original Hardgrave et al. effort
and the critical value of F to determine the
minimum sample size needed to detect this
expected AR^ effect size.

Second, authors should choose X,Z combinations
that maximize statistical power (P{reject HQ} when
Ho is false for tests of Ho: AR^ = 0). McClelland
and Judd (1993) demonstrated data sets
containing observations drawn only from X,Z
combinations of (1,1), (1,9), (9,1), and (9,9) in
Schepanski's example maximized statistical
power. This suggests investigators must take
special care in trimming any outlier observations
from the data. Given McClelland and Judd's
demonstrated observations drawn from extreme
X,Z combinations maximize AR^, investigators
who incorrectly label outlier observations as
having been drawn from some population other
than the population of interest are effectively
decreasing expected AR^ effect size and
increasing the sample size required to reject Ho:
AR' = 0.

Finally, careful readers will note a subtle
distinction in our discussion of Error 5, i.e., the
distinction between model testing versus maxi-
mizing Y prediction accuracy (Birnbaum 1973,
1974). The percent of strictly dominant paired
cells in a study's design will determine both the
incremental increase in prediction accuracy by the
multiplicative model and whether the additive
model is rejected (Aguinis 1995). As noted by
Schepanski, when the true latent model is multi-
plicative, knowledge of that fact will add minimally
to prediction accuracy in a population containing
mostly strictly dominant pairs of observations
(e.g., an additional 6.1 percentof the variance for
the first investigator above). However, in those
cases in which the additive and multiplicative
models yield different Yi estimates, Y^^^. will be

very different from Yn,i,|,. and prediction error for the
additive model (r^^. - Y,) will be much larger than
for the multiplicative model (9^,|,i - Y,). Hence,
while incremental variance explained may be
minimal in some populations of X, Z, and Y
observations, the investigator (the first investigator
in the examples above) risks making a small
number of very severe prediction errors when
embracing an incorrect additive model simply
because it is more parsimonious and explains the
vast majority of Y variance. Investigators aligning
their research designs with the phenomenon of
interest must weigh both the relative frequency
and severity of errors before endorsing the simpler
additive model.

Measurement and Scaling Issues

Errors 6, 7, 8, and 9 occur due to issues involving
scale coarseness, nonlinear transformations,
measurement error, and use of different subgroup
measurement models.

Error 6: Dependent Variable Scale
Is Too Coarse

When X and Z take on multiple possible values, a
true model Y = X'Z will yield a latent dependent
outcome Y that often contains more possible
levels than investigators used in measuring Y.
For example, if X and Z are phenomena measured
on five-point interval scales, Y could have at least
seven different values (e.g., if X and Z range from
-2 to +2, Y = X'Z takes on the values of - 4 , -2 ,
- 1 , 0, 1, 2, 4) and at most 25 different values.
Subjects faced with reporting Y responses on a
five-point Likert scale must somehow reduce their
latent 7- to 25-point dependent Y response into
the relatively coarse five-point overt response
format.

Russell and Bobko (1992) found subjects in this
exact scenario using the model Y = X'Z and facing
a 150-point overt response scale yielded a AR^
MMR effect size that was 97 percent larger than
subjects faced with placing overt Y responses on
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a traditional five-point Likert scale. It is important
to place this result in context of Likert's (1932) oft
replicated finding that increasing the number of
response categories beyond five to seven does
not yield substantial gains in observed reliability
(cf. Cicchetti et al. 1985). While reliability may
not change, construct validity of the dependent Y
measure may. Russell and Bobko's findings sug-
gest investigators using Likert scales that are too
coarse relative to latent Y construct domains will
dilute construct validity of their Y operationaliza-
tions and attenuate ability to detect true modera-
tion relationships. MIS investigators who do not
determine the number of meaningfully different
levels of Y occurring from Y = X-Z run the risk of
severely attenuating observed AR .̂

In all, 20 articles in our sample used dependent
measures that were too coarsely scaled (ranging
from five- to ten-point Likert scales). In one poten-
tial example of this error, Agarwal and Prasad
(1998) reported tests of three interactions that
were theoretically related to intentions to use IT
innovations: perceived usefulness x personal
innovation, perceived ease of use x personal
innovation, and compatibility x personal innova-
tion. Measures obtained on an individual dif-
ference characteristic, three perceptual variables,
and the dependent variable all used seven-point
Likert item response scales. Hence, subjects
were potentially faced with portraying a latent 7 x
7 = 49 level latent dependent response on a
seven-point scale used to measure intention to
use an IT innovation. Agarwal and Prasad's MMR
analysis found only a compatibility x personal
innovation effect statistically significant. Russell
and Bobko's findings suggest a 49-point scale to
measure intention to use IT innovations could
have caused Agarwal and Prasad to enjoy at least
a 97 percent increase in effect size for the
perceived usefulness x personal innovation and
perceived ease of use x personal innovation
effects if these effects were actually present.

Illustrating a potential best practice, Keil et al.
investigated the moderating effect of national
culture on relationships between risk propensity,
level of sunk cost, and risk perception. In their

study, risk perception was operationalized using a
100-point scale.

Solution. The solution requires investigators to
identify a priori the expected number of distinct X
and Z values (i.e., # ,̂ #Y) that might occur and
select a Y measurement scale portraying all
#x • #Y possible values. Arnold (1981) reported
pilot efforts that might be used to establish #, and
#Y in the first field test to unambiguously support
Vroom's (1964) original multiplicative expectancy
theory formulation. Cautious investigators will
operationalize Y as a continuous variable (i.e.,
one that can take on an infinite number of values).

Error 7: Nonlinear Monotonic
Transformations on Y, X, and Z

A number of assumptions must be met to use
Equation 3 to test HQ: AR^ = 0. In a random
effects design, one must assume X and Z are
distributed multivariate normal or that prediction
error (e) is normal with a constant standard
deviation across all predicted Y values (commonly
referred to as homoskedasticity). A number of
transformations are available to convert observa-
tions in such a way that they less severely violate
one or more of these assumptions. For example,
statistical texts routinely reference log transfor-
mations to make a positively skewed distribution
appear more bell shaped or normal (Winer 1974).
Other common nonlinear transformations include
use of arc-sine transformations on percentage
data, square roots, and Fischer's z transformation
on Pearson product moment correlations.®

Theoretical rationale exists for nonlinear interval
scale transformations in a number of arenas (e.g.,
Stevens 1958). We are unaware of any theories
or models in applied management research that
provide strong theoretical rationale for nonlinear

See Bartlett (1947) for a discussion of log, arc-sine, and
square root transformations.
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interval scale transformations.' Statistical ele-
gance (i.e., meeting parametric assumptions)
appears to be the major purpose of these trans-
formations. Unfortunately, severe unintended
consequences can occur.

Specifically, Busemeyer and Jones (1983)
demonstrated "when it is theoretically permissible
to monotonically transform the criterion variable,
then hierarchical regression analysis cannot yield
an interpretable test of the multiplicative versus
additive structural model" (p. 555). They provided
examples showing how data derived from a truly
additive model (e.g.,Y = bg + biX + bjZ) can be
monotonically transformed in such a way that HQ:
AR^ = 0 will be rejected and how data derived from
a truly multiplicative model can be monotonically
transformed in such a way that HQ: AR^ = 0 will
not be rejected. MMR results do not provide a
reliable index of moderation effects when Y has
been subjected to monotonic transformation.
Birnbaum (1973, 1974) demonstrated the same
problems occur when X and Z are subjected to
nonlinear, monotonic transformations.

Only one article in our sample reported a non-
linear transformation. Harrison etal. investigated
the moderating effect of organizational size on the
relationship between attitudes, subjective norms,
perceived control, and decisions to adopt. How-
ever, they performed a logarithmic transformation
of their organizational size variable. Analysis pro-
duced a significant AR^ and they concluded
organizational size does moderate the relationship
between their independent and dependent vari-
ables. Unfortunately, as noted by the Busemeyer
and Jones quote above, Harrison et al.'s signi-
ficant AR^ is not interpretable: no conclusion can
be drawn from their analyses about organizational
size and moderation.

Solution. Russell and Dean (2000) recently
applied bootstrapping procedures to estimate
confidence intervals around AR^ without trans-

forming the dependent variable or making para-
metric assumptions. Using examples involving
positively skewed dependent variables drawn from
compensation research, Russell and Dean found
the preferred monotonic transformation (i.e., a log
transformation) severely decreased estimates of
true moderator effects using moderated regres-
sion procedures in a Monte Carlo simulation.
MMR AR^ moderator effect sizes were sub-
stantially better estimates of the true latent
moderator effect (i.e., larger by a multiple of 2.6 to
534) when estimated using a simple percentile
bootstrap procedure in the original, untransformed
(positively skewed) data.°

Conclusions regarding the presence or absence of
a true moderator effect using simple bootstrap
procedures were unaffected by violations of para-
metric assumptions in the original, positively
skewed data. Conclusions when moderated
regression analysis was performed on a log Y
severely increased frequency of Type II errors.
Hence, Harrison et al. could have arrived at an
interpretable test of HQ: AR^ = 0 if they had
followed this bootstrap procedure. It remains to
be seen whether bootstrap procedures for esti-
mating AR^ confidence intervals exhibit the same
power in circumstances where characteristics of
the Y distribution suggest a monotonic transfor-
mation other than a log Y. Regardless, applied
behavioral science investigators should never use
MMR when Y has been subjected to monotonic
transformations absent some strong theoretical
(i.e., not statistical) justification.

Error 8: Influence of Measurement
Error on X«Z

Well-trained MIS investigators conducting pro-
grammatic research usually estimate the sample
size necessary to detect the effect of interest (i.e.,
reject HQ at p < .05). Using a 5 x 5 experimental
design to gather Y observations from subjects
who were known to generate them from a Y = X«Z

The only exception we are familiar with is the notion of
marginal decreasing utility of money from labor econo-
mics.

Note confidence intervals for parameters estimated
using PLS are estimated using bootstrap procedures.
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model, Russell and Bobko found the average AR^
= .03 when a five-point Likert scale was used to
measure Y. Assuming AR^ = .03, a sample of N =
96 would have been needed to reject Hg: AR^ = 0,
where N = 96 is derived by solving Equation 3
(reprinted below) for N:

AR'Adf -df )
c r ^ / ^ mult add '

where = .03,
= .25, and

The AR^ used in this example already reflects
measurement error, i.e., AR^ = .030 was Russell
and Bobko's observed AR^ derived using Y
measures that contained measurement error. MIS
investigators examining moderation phenomena
for which estimates of AR^ have not been reported
in the literature will have to estimate AR^ by
simulating X and Z distributions, using them to
create Y = X-Z, and finally deriving AR^ and the
attendant N needed to detect it. However, AR^
obtained from simulation data must be attenuated
for measurement error in order to accurately
approximate E(AR^), and hence the estimate of N
needed to reject Hp: AR^ = 0.

Most of the reliabilities reported in our sample fall
above Nunnally's (1967) a >.7O rule of thumb,
although seven do not. For example, McKeen et
al. (1994) examined the relationship between user
participation and user satisfaction, task com-
plexity, system complexity, user influence, and
user-developer communication as moderators.
Reliabilities for system complexity (a = .65) and
user-developer communications (a = .54) fell
below the .70. Further, the authors rejected H;,:
AR^ = 0 for two (task complexity and system
complexity). It is possible the two insignificant
findings were due to a reduction in observed AR^
due to measurement error.

Boudreau et al. (2001) examined MIS research
from 1997 through 1999 and concluded at least 20
percent (depending on the journal) of published
empirical work failed to report reliability measures.
Articles in our sample using perceptual measures

all reported reliabilities (in varying degrees of
detail): the average sample size for those studies
was N = 255.2 and the weighted average
reliability (weighted by sample size) across all
reliabilities reported was a = .824. Authors and
reviewers should insure reliabilities are reported to
assist future assessments of measurement error's
impact on required sample sizes.

Solution. Busemeyer and Jones also developed
a method of correcting expected MMR effect size
for measurement error in X and Z. Px.z - 1.00 if
MIS investigators use fixed effects designs in
which there is no measurement error in X or Z.
Alternatively, the MIS investigator using a random
effects design and questionnaire measures will
likely have operationalizations of X and Z (i.e., X
and Z scale scores) containing measurement
error. The MIS investigator can simulate X and Z
observations to (1) estimate expected interaction
effect size (AR^) in the absence of measurement
error (described in solutions to Errors 5 and 7),
(2) plug X and Z reliability estimates obtained from
the literature into Equation 11, (3) plug that result
into Equation 12 to estimate the expected AR^
obtained under actual research conditions in
which measurement error is present.

Px.z =
(Px • Pz) +

Equation 11

Ap2 =

Where px.z

Px

Pz

Px,z

Equation 12

reliability of the X-Z product term
reliability of X
reliability of Z
simple correlation between X
and Z
regression coefficient for the pro-
duct term in Equation 2
variance of the X«Z product term
variance of the dependent
variable Y
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Using this expected AR^ estimate in Equation 3
will yield a more accurate estimate of the sample
size needed to reject HQ. AR^ = 0 if in fact Y =
X«Z.

Finally, Chin et al. (1996) demonstrated how PLS
derives estimates of regression coefficients after
correcting for X and Z internal consistency reli-
ability estimates. We would expect PLS results to
converge with MMR results that have been
corrected for unreliability using Busemeyer and
Jones' formula if initial estimates of X and Z
reliabilities are the same.

Error 9: Gamma Differences in PLS

A final measurement issue is unique to the use of
PLS. The PLS technique differs from MMR in that
it provides for concurrent estimation of the struc-
tural and measurement models. In doing so, it
derives factor scores (by summing the products of
PCA factor analysis loadings and subjects' item
responses) as best estimates of latent constructs.

Six studies in our sample used PLS to test
moderation hypotheses in which the moderator Z
was a dummy coded variable capturing member-
ship in one of two or more groups. Further, three
out of the five moderation studies published in
MIS Quarterly and Information Systems Research
in 2000 used this method (e.g., Keil et al. 2000;
Venkatesh 2000; Venkatesh and Morris 2000).

Tests for moderation using PLS require separating
samples into groups where membership is based
on some level of the hypothesized moderator vari-
able. Separate analyses are run for each group
and path coefficients are generated for each sub-
sample. Path coefficients are then compared to
determine whether the relationship between some
set of predictors X and criteria Y depended on sub-
group membership Z. In a recent example, Keil et
al. derived separate PLS estimates for latent struc-
tural relationships between risk propensity, risk
perceptions, sunk costs, and project escalation for
three samples drawn from different cultures. Com-
paring path coefficients across subsamples indi-
cated culture moderated the relationship between
risk propensity and risk perception.

The comparison of the same path coefficient in two
subsamples (Chow 1960) is computationally the
same as rejecting HQ: AR^ = 0 in an MMR analysis
in which X is some continuous predictor and Z is a
dummy coded nominal variable (Bobko 1995, pp.
228-229). Problems occur when PLS derives new
factor loadings and weights in separate analyses
conducted in each subsample. The construct-level
scores are subsequently estimated using different
item weights in each subsample. For example, Kiel
et al. compared path coefficients in models in
Singapore, Finland, and the Netherlands. Risk per-
ception was a composite of four questions. Kiel
et al. did not report item weights, although their
Table 3 shows that the factor loadings for the risk
perception items were different in each subsample.
At the extreme, item 2 loadings varied from .57 to
.90. Loading variability suggests PLS also varied
item weights, causing estimates of the risk
perception construct to be created from different
weighted combinations of the four items in each
subsample and influencing statistical tests for
differences in path coefficients. Simply stated, risk
perception scores derived in this manner have sub-
stantially different meanings for observations drawn
from Finland, the Netherlands, and Singapore.
Path coefficients may differ significantly across
countries when risk perception is constructed from
a different weighted sum of the four items and not
differ significantly when risk perception is a simple
sum of the four item responses (or vice versa).

This is one of many examples in MIS research
using PLS to examine differences in path coeffi-
cients across groups. In these instances, PLS
confounds true differences in path coefficients with
differences in latent construct composition (i.e.,
different factor loadings), preventing any inter-
pretations of PLS results bearing on the hypothe-
sized moderation effect. Interested readers should
see discussions by Rice and Contractor (1990),
Schmitt (1982), and Schmitt et al. (1984) of gamma
differences in latent factor structure between two
administrations of the same instrument.'

Alpha change occurs when some true change has
occurred between administrations of some measure.
Beta change occurs when no true change occurred,
although a difference in observed scores occurs due to
a change in scaling (i.e., commitment previously viewed
as a "3" on a Likert scale is now viewed as "3.5").
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Table 3. Factor Loadings for Risk Perception (Keil et al. 2000)

Itemi

Item2

Item3

Item4

Full Sample
(n = 536)

.88

.86

.71

.69

Finland
(n = 185)

.91

.90

.57

.72

Netherlands
(n = 121)

.75

.57

.79

.76

Singapore
(n = 230)

.88

.88

.71

.69

Solution. Two possible solutions exist. First, if
the two groups reflected in the dummy coded Z
variable are independent, investigators should test
the null hypothesis that inter-item covariance
matrices within scales are equal using Box's M
test of equal covariance matrices. Duxbury and
Higgins (1991) performed a variation of this,
inferring measurement equivalence based on the
absence of mean differences (using unpaired t
tests) between men and women. Box's M test of
equal covariance matrices between scales scores
found significant differences, although Duxbury
and Higgins appropriately interpreted this as being
due to male-female differences in associations
between constructs. Unfortunately, the presence
or absence of differences in scale score means as
determined by the unpaired t tests is irrelevant to
the construct validity issue: males and females
might or might not exhibit true differences on
Duxbury and Higgins' constructs. The real issue
is whether the construct contents as determined
by item loadings within scales are the same.
Unfortunately, Duxbury and Higgins' did not com-
pare covariance matrices at the item level, which
would have determined the degree to which scale
scores reflected similar latent constructs for males
and females. Note, comparisons of covariance
matrices across all items could reject the null
hypothesis of equal covariance matrices due to
differences in construct content or differences in
relationships among constructs (i.e., the measure-
ment model and structural model).

If the two groups are not independent (e.g., two
administrations of a single measure to the same
sample at different points in time), investigators'
should derive the coefficient of concordance

described by Harman (1976) to assess similarity
of factor loadings. Similarity in item correlation
matrices or factor loadings will permit investigators
to assess whether latent constructs being mea-
sured in the two groups are the same. In this
instance and only this instance can the investi-
gator then derive scale scores in the same man-
ner for observations in both groups.

If there is no evidence suggesting similarity in the
latent construct domain across the Z groups, PLS
(and MMR) could still be performed, although
traditional moderator interpretations cannot be
drawn. Moderation may be present, though the it
in "it all depends on..." is fundamentally different.
Instead of it referring to how the X->Y relationship
varies across groups Z = 0 and 1, it refers to the
fact that what constitutes "X" fundamentally differs
across the two groups (i.e., observed "X" in group
1 may tap latent construct X, although observed
"X" in group 2 taps latent construct Q). Observed
"X"->Y relationships may vary for Z = 0 versus 1,
although differences in these relationships really
mean the X->Y relationship in group 1 differs from
the Q^Y relationship in group 2.

Conclusions

Tests for moderation are a significant part of the
growing body of empirical research findings in
MIS. While many MIS investigators are aware of
a number of the issues presented here, mixed
results containing substantial numbers of Type I
and Type II errors will occur less frequently if
authors, reviewers, and editors are more aware of
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Table 4. Guidelines for Authors and Evaluators

Error

1

2

3

4

5

Advice to Authors

Authors should take care to
describe the type of modera-
tion they are hypothesizing.
Specifically authors need to
be certain whether it is the
strength or the nature of the
X—>Y relationship that de-
pends on the moderator vari-
able (Z) and then match the
analysis method to this
conceptual definition.

Report effect size in the form
of AR^ or an equivalent
measure (such as TI^).

Interpret main effects only
when moderating effects are
insignificant.

Report correlation matrix.
Report application of
equations 4-6 to partial out
any X^ effects when X and Z
are highly correlated.

Report evidence to clearly
establish causal ordering or
results from investigating
both X->Y and Y->X.

Report power analysis and
needed sample size.

Advice to Evaluators

Where authors are interested
in differences in the strength
of the X ^ Z relationship
depending on levels of Z, the
issues addressed in this
manuscript are all relevant.

Without AR^(or an equivalent
measure) no conclusions can
be drawn about effect size.

No conclusions can be drawn
about main effects in the
presence of moderating
effects.

Failure to partial out X^
effects could cause re-
searchers to conclude a
moderation effect exists
when in fact it is a nonlinear
relationship between X and Y
in disguise. This is espe-
cially a concern when X and
Z are highly correlated.

Authors who fail to clearly
establish causal order may
be testing the wrong
question. The ordering can
be established theoretically
or by research design.

In the case of insignificant
findings, evaluate whether or
not the sample size is
sufficient to find moderating
effects when they are
present.

Result

Matching analysis method to
the correct hypothesized
interactions avoids Type IV
errors where incorrect
conceptualization leads to a
test of the wrong question.

This is important in helping
readers understand the
contribution of the study in
hand but also in helping MIS
researchers be more aware
of the overall role moderation
plays in understanding MIS
issues.

Both Type 1 and Type II
errors can be avoided.

Type 1 errors can be avoided.

Clearly establishing causal
order (or examining effects in
both causal sequences)
avoids Type IV errors, the
potential error of testing the
wrong questions.

Type II errors can be
avoided.
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Table 4. Guidelines for Authors and Evaluators (Continued)

Error

6

7

8

9

Advice to Authors

Report all scales.

Report all transformations.
nature of transformation, and
rationale.

Report scale reliabilities.

Report item weights when
using PLS. Also, report
Box's M and/or coefficient of
concordance.

Advice to Evaluators

The scale of the dependent
measure should reflect the
product of the independent
and moderating variables.

Nonlinear transformations of
predictor, criterion, or
moderator variables make
the comparison of
multiplicative and additive
models uninterpretable.

Low reliabilities can
attenuate AR^.

Subgroups cannot be com-
pared without evidence that
they do not vary significantly
in construct score weighting.

Result

Type II errors can be
avoided.

Both Type 1 and Type II
errors can be avoided.

Type II errors can be
avoided.

Type 1 errors can be avoided.

the nine errors and solutions described above.
Importantly, several of these errors can be
avoided only if authors follow and editors enforce
certain reporting standards. We provide reporting
guidelines and advice for evaluators in Table 4.
This table also summarizes the consequences of
these errors (either in the form of erroneously
rejecting the null hypothesis, erroneously ac-
cepting the null hypothesis, or failing to test the
correct question). This is important to note
because there is a subtle but important distinction.
Errors 2, 3, 7, and 9 can result in Type I error (i.e.,
false positive results) and consequently results
derived from studies having committed these
errors are potentially invalid. In contrast, studies
committing errors 5, 6, or 8 may be committing
Type II errors (i.e., false negative results) when
moderation is present. Error 4 can result in the
wrong question being investigated, leading to
Type I or Type II errors.

For researchers beginning a new study, the mes-
sage is clear. Errors 2, 3, 4, 7, and 9 must be
avoided. Further, errors 5, 6, and 8 should be
avoided. If they cannot be avoided (for example,
the researcher has calculated the required sample

size and it is unattainable), then the researcher
should be aware the effort is risky: the likelihood
of detecting the true moderation effect is very low.
Error 1 may result in Type I or Type II errors, and
its reporting directly effects our ability to accu-
mulate findings. This error can and should always
be avoided.

While some of these errors have been made for
decades in applied behavioral science research,
the most recent manifestation occurred with the
advent and increasing popularity of PLS appli-
cations in MIS research. It was not our intention
to imply PLS analysis is inappropriate. Use of
PLS when fundamental differences in a latent
construct content exist between groups can lead
to severe misinterpretations regarding the pre-
sence or form of any moderator relationships.

In sum, researchers can lower the cost of and
increase the speed with which new MIS knowl-
edge is generated by avoiding the problems
described above. MIS researchers are forced to
make decisions balancing study generalizability
against the control exercised over research
environments, i.e., to balance the relevance of
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studies against the rigor with which they are con-
ducted. Studies involving tests of moderation will
be more powerful and rigorous when the nine
errors reviewed above are minimized. Investigator
decisions about which statistics to report, how to
interpret them, designs and analysis techniques to
apply, and how to operationalize constructs of
interest in the search for moderation effects
directly influence the accuracy of subsequent
results and conclusions drawn.
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